Student Awards Report
2016/17
Before the Graduation Awards Ceremony in June, our Director of Student Services and Registrar, Nelson de Melo, asked our graduating students to tell him where they were headed after they graduated. During the ceremony, as students received their well-earned accolades, Nelson read each student’s future plans – and what an inspiring recitation!

From law school or medical school, Chemistry at Oxford, experimental high energy physics at the University of British Columbia, Architecture and Urban Studies at Cambridge or Victorian Literature at UofT, our students are testimony to all that can be achieved with an exceptional undergraduate education.

And that is our goal at Trinity College – the goal of every faculty and staff member – to see our students thrive, and graduate academically and personally prepared to take on the challenges and opportunities Canada and the world can offer.

That’s why so much of our day-to-day focus is on removing barriers between our students and their goals. Financial concerns are often among the most imposing barriers for students and their families. Our Student Services staff works individually with each of our students to ensure they have the financial support they need to start and continue their studies and to flourish.

Fostering a lively and diverse academic environment regardless of financial circumstances is not just something Trinity College and the University of Toronto aspire to – it is a commitment we are able to honour each year with the generosity of our alumni and friends.

Thanks to generations of like-minded alumni, Trinity is proud to award Divinity and Arts & Science students over $1 million in student awards annually. Through over 800 bursaries, scholarships and prizes, Trinity celebrates all aspects of life at the College – athletics, homiletics, leadership and academic achievement.

We could not do this without you. Please accept our profound gratitude for investing in our collective future by supporting Trinity’s bright and thoughtful students!

Mayo Moran
Provost & Vice Chancellor
Trinity College Student Award Recipients

**ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS**

**5T8 Scholarship**
Emily Wuschnakowski

**Chancellor R. C. Berkishaw Scholarship (5)**
Tiffany Cheung, Renata Elez, Abhishek Shah, Larissa Werbowski, Taehyoan Won

**Lila Best Scholarship**
Grace Lee

**Burnside Scholarship in Science (NA)**

**Bursar’s Scholarship**
Kaylee Leyte

**Alice H. Clarkson Scholarship**
Yi Ning Nina Lu

**Provost F. H. Cosgrave Scholarship (5)**
Rahul Alimchandani, Karnie Garabedian, Alec Gibson, Yuhang Hong, Atbin Jahandideh

**Dorothy & Peter Denis-Nathan Scholarship (5)**
Noah Kahansky, Katrina Keller, Jonathan Kirsh, Elissa Kunihiro, Robert Lao

**Dickson Scholarship**
Jacob Brozyna

**Elliott Scholarship (2)**
Olivia Smith, Ayana Sunami

**Fraser-Crawford Scholarship (NA)**

**Irene Dinnick Holford Scholarship**
Selina Luong

**Hosford Scholarship (4)**
Richard Huang, Jerry Li, Amna Majeed, Dan Petrenko

**Ross Alexander Jamieson Scholarship (2)**
Thomas Yin Ma, Benjamin Maclean-Max

**Maria Janes Scholarship (2)**
Jennifer Michael, Anna Nabutovsky

**Simeon Janes Scholarship**
Heather Nichols

**Helen Jarvis Scholarship (2)**
Gordon Wong, Yue Yang

**Prof. William Jones Scholarship (NA)**

**Kao Family Western Canada Admission Scholarship (NA)**

**Peter Larkin Scholarship**
Celina Pasiecznik

**John Herbert McConnell Scholarship (2)**
Julia Pasiecznik, Mahad Shahid

**Leonard McLaughlin Scholarship**
Simon Broer

**Marion P. Olser Scholarship (2)**
Rishi Vaswani, Shiv Yucel

**Claude George Pascoe Scholarship (2)**
Yu-Yi Cheng, Stephanie Jensen

**Bishop Strachan Scholarship (NA)**

**Chancellor Strathy Scholarship (2)**
Dorota Borovsky, Kimberly Dias

**Pat Strathy Memorial Scholarship (2)**
Noah Lehrman, Rhea Nickerson

**The Margaret MacMillan Scholarships in Trinity One (10)**

**Biomedical Health:** Vida Erfani, Imran Ladak; **Ethics:** Allison Bonnell, Mira Pijselman; **Health Science & Society:** Julia Robson, John Sapp; **International Relations:** Ibnu Chowdhury, Alejandra Bellatin; **Public Policy:** Maya Hoke, Khaleel Grant

**Wark-Walters Scholarship (2)**
Wendi Qu, Cesar Rodriguez

**Wellington Scholarship**
Eegene Chung

**IN-COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS**

**6T3 Scholarship (4)**
Yuelang Chen, Jason Chen, Imran Al-Karim Ladak, Justin Jisu Lim

**6T5 Scholarship (3) – New Award**
Grace Field, Goodness Madu, Golnoosh Siavash Moakhar

**Bevan Organ Scholarship**
Manuel Piazza

**Edward Franklin Borbridge Award (NA)**

**Isaac Chapman Boyd and Sarah Edith Boyd Scholarship**
Yuan Yao

**Bronskill Prize**
Nishani Chankar

**Buscombe Awards (6)**
Nishaant Bhambra, Danielle Denisko, Samantha Kokonis, Anthony Marchese, Emanuel Mastrangelo, Elise Wagner

**Robert H. Catherwood Scholarship (5)**
Stephanie Calhoun, Daryna Kutsyna, Monica Layarda, Mridvika Sahajpal, Alissa Wang

**Chancellor’s Scholarship - Fredrick Ashbaugh Fund (137)**
Christopher Adanty, Fausto Amendola, Aliraza Asrani, Zhen Bai, Emma Bailey, Nikita Bakalenikov, Andrei Balan, Zaldy Balde, Neil Bhatt, Sasha Boutilier, Emily Brade, Connor Campbell, Muhtasim Chaklader, Ryan Wai On Chan, Chun Long Chan, Trillian Chang, Aditya Chawla, Weijia Chen, Christine King Chong Cheng, Cody Cherepuschak, Timothy Cooke, Nadim Dabbous, Joshua De Sousa Casal, Mary Debono, Matteo Di Scipio, Adrian Ditommaso, Daniel Dynonius, Delaram Farzanfar, Julien Ferland, Alexander Fung, Anthony Galea, Arjun Gandhi, Melissa Geng, Stephan Gosliniski, Xin Yu Gu, Ding Han, Madeline Hancock, Amanda Harvey-Sanchez, Alexander Hempel, Caroline Hircock,
I often find myself wondering if I’m heading in the right direction, or if I am just lost, wandering around in circles. This changed after I was awarded a Chancellor’s Scholarship from the Hortense Wasteneys Fund. Scholarships do not only represent money. They represent validation and encouragement. They tell students “Good job, keep up the great work!” – So what I really want to say is thank you. Your generosity is helping students understand that they’re doing just fine.

Thank you for showing me that the direction I’ve been heading toward was right this whole time!”

Harvard Tran 1T9

Shireen Parimoo, Katherine Power, Ishani Ranjan, Julia Robson, Xanita Saayman, Kira Schwalb-Contrera, Agnes Sebastian, Youran Shi, Lidia Skenderli, Jillian Sprenger, Lixuan Tan, Steffi Tran, Dominique Trischuk, Jolee Tung, Tina Vulevic, Yixuan Wang, Xue Ying Wang, Xinhe Wang, Venus Wang, Susan Wu, Jenny Xiao, Yuhui Xie, Wen Xuan Xu, Jura Yun, Xiaotian Zhang, Juliet Yixuan Zhou, Ksenia Zyuzeva

Chancellor’s Scholarship – Hortense Wasteneys Fund (47)
Shayan Amin, Kaushik Anil Kumar, Claudia Arndt, Bita Behrouzi, Nishaant Bhambra, Matthew Bourne, Serena Ceco, Crystal Hai Ying Chen, Christopher Cook, Kelsey Cunningham, Colin Dale, Andrea Dimiskovska, Stefan Divic, Vladimir Dubrovsky, Sarah Edo, Amber Goher, Violet Nayoung Ha, Jacob Kay, Richard Kennedy, Waleed Khan, Grace Lee, Dohyun Lee, Scott Li, Lyuwen Lu, Qun Hao Ma, Erica Matulis, Yuan Qi Ni, David Oliver, Rouzbeh Memar, Danielle Pal, Yoon Park, Denise Peda, Daniel Romero, Stefan Rus, Anson Sathaseevan, Anisha Sivathas, Natasha Tang, Portia Tang, Kenneth Tran, Harvard Duc Tran, William Wadsworth, Quentin Kun-Ting Wong, Zixuan Xiao, Alina Yao, Karen Ka Man Yeung, Brian Chee Kai Yeung, Raymond Yu

Mrs. F.H. Cosgrave Scholarship in Commerce and Finance
Yu Fan Hu

Dickinson-Cartwright 3T0 Scholarship
Matthew Sunohara

George Edison Prize in Philosophy
Mirka Loiselle

George Gray Falle Scholarship (9)
Molly Dawe, Nikita Gupta, Joyce Gong-Rou Ho, Arvind Kulathu, RuiLin Li, Elena Matas, Anneliese Mills, Yota Ohashi, Xin Yu Zheng

Fraser-Crawford Scholarship (67)
Han, Madeleine Heaven, Anne James, Abiramy Jeyagaran, Mehreen Jiwan, Heejin Kim, Jayne Kitchen, Wan Xian Koh, Shany Lahan, Charlotte Lai, Xiaoyang Li, Doris Yin Ming Li, Willa Yuqing Lin, Michelle Lei-Nga Liu, Connie Liu, Madalina Maxim, Carolina Mesrop, Emily Muscat, Geethika Nair, Clare O’Brien, Alexandra Okarmus, Mira Kim Pijselman, Dhvani Ramanujam, Ashley Ramnaraine, Tatiana Rogova, Graylia Rose, Madeleine Ross, Aisha Ryan, Leonor Separi, Soyoung Shin, Tsz Ying So, Karolina Szlapa, Siulam Ting, Arielle Vetro, Cindy Wu, Angela Xu, Nancy Xue, Tara Zammit

Margaret Goldschlag Scholarship
Ibnul Chowdhury

L.C.A. Hodgins Scholarship in English Language and Literature
Jonah Shallit

John Holmes Scholarship
Grace Lee

George Ignatieff Scholarship
Xinhe Wang

Eric Jadman Scholarship in Psychology (3)
Roya Akbary, Laksmiina Balasubramaniam, Wei Tu

Sophie Joyce Kinch Scholarship
Luca Talamo

Elizabeth Kingstone Scholarship
Frederick Tianlun Zhang

Meltzer Memorial Travelling Scholarship in International Relations (2)
Maria Layarda, Eimi Harris

Pearl McCarthy Scholarship
Jennifer Tran

Neil Reid McLeod Scholarship
Megan Stamp

Leonard McLaughlin Scholarship
Andrew Irwin

Jessie Clark McPherson Scholarship (20)
Allison Bonnell, Anna Broytman, Carol Anne Drumm, Lorina Hoxha, Riam Kim-Mcleod, Yael Kogan, Hannah Lazare, Alexandra Mandarino, Callum Middleton, Melissa Nicholls, Brittany Powell, Livia Rokaj, Ashley Saltsman, Claire Shenstone-Harriss, Laura Siracusa, Alexandra Stasyshyn, Andreea Timis, Katharine Zisser

Klaus Holmes In-Course Scholarship (NA)

Helen Hardy Scholarship (3)
Jihyun Kwon, Victoria Wicks, Kelsey Wiseman

Michael J. Hare Award (NA)

Hart-Moorhouse Scholarship
Bianca Viseu

William & Nona Heaslip Scholarship (6)
Trillium Chang, Danielle Pal, Aisha Ryan, Joudy Sarraj, Amitpal Singh, Jerry Zhu

Mossie Waddington Kirkwood Scholarship
Christina Chung

Honourable Ray Lawson Scholarship
Julia Jong-Mi Won

Charles Stephen MacInnes Scholarship (4)
Zoe Carty, Elizabeth Gross, Ye Hua, Jonah Shallit

Scotty Matthews-Firasat Khan Award
Mary Manalili

Ashley Schafer, Venessa Sectakof, Claire Shenstone-Harris, Laura Siracusa, Alexandra Stasyshyn, Andreea Timis, Katharine Zisser

John and Gladys Miller Scholarship
Hayden Johnson

Sir Gilbert Parker Scholarship in English
Molly Dawe

John Pettigrew Scholarship (4)
Oonagh Devitt-Tremblay, Tiffany Yee-Ho Leung, Nicole Mei-Lin Morin, Shuyin Yu
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I am so grateful for the bursary, as it will allow me to focus on my studies instead of finding another job to tide me over to next term. I am in my 3rd year of studies, with a major in Italian and minoring in Spanish and Portuguese. At this crucial juncture in my education, it is highly important that I maintain an excellent GPA in order to be considered for graduate studies, and your generosity has greatly facilitated this.

Kelsey Cunningham 1T8
The Brian Morgan Scholarship in Law

Brian Morgan graduated from Trinity in 1973 and was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship. He received a B.A. (1976) and M.A. (1978) from Oxford University and completed an LL.B. in 1977 at Dalhousie University with the highest standing. His distinguished academic record took him to the Supreme Court of Canada, where he clerked for Justice Brian Dickson, later Chief Justice.

As a partner at Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt, Brian was involved in groundbreaking cases, including the first case decided by the Supreme Court of Canada under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Despite a busy career, he found time to teach a course in civil liberties at the University of Toronto’s Faculty of Law. Brian was instrumental in developing Osler’s reputation as a leader in offering pro bono legal services. He chaired the community legal program for 17 years, and under his supervision, lawyers at his firm contributed more than 2,500 hours a year to worthy causes.

As a member of the Trinity College Board of Trustees, he was committed to the well-being of every aspect of college life. A distinguished lawyer, dedicated Trinity alumnus and devoted family man, Brian Morgan died March 19, 2007 at age 56.

Established in 2009 by Cosma International Group of Magna International to honour Brian Morgan’s work on behalf of the company and by his family, the Brian Morgan Scholarship in Law is awarded annually to a graduating Trinity College student who is accepted into a Faculty of Law at a university in Canada. The award recognizes the student’s high academic standing as well as their co-curricular contributions to the College, and the wider university and community while in their undergraduate studies.

To mark the 10th anniversary of Mr. Morgan’s death, two scholarships were awarded to Monica Layarda and Amitpal Singh, and several of the nine past recipients attended the Graduation Awards Ceremony with members of Mr. Morgan’s family.

Above: Ann Wilton 7T6 and son Eric Morgan with Samuel Green 1T3, Amitpal Singh 1T7, Sarah Hisun Yun 1T0, Monica Layarda 1T7 and Nadia Zaman 1T2.
Ottawa Club Bursary (2)
Anonymous, Xinhe Gu

Alex Robertson Bursary
Won Joon Cho

Rolph Bell Bursary (2)
Anonymous (2)

J. Seed Library Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Martin Simpson Memorial Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Sodexo Bursary (NA)

Solar Panel Bursaries (NA)

Sprules Life Sciences Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

TD Bank Awards
Kendra Dempsey

GRADUATION AWARDS

The Ambassador of Switzerland to Canada Book Prizes (3)
Insee Baek (French), Jeffery Chun-Jung Chen (Italian), Xinran Lu (German)

Arthur Barker Prize in English
Victoria Evangelista

G. S. Cartwright Prize in International Relations
Sarah Harrison

Chancellor’s Gold Medal in Arts
Ekaterina Mizrokhi

Chancellor’s Gold Medal in Science
Yuan Yao

Chancellor’s Gold Medal in Commerce
Scott Li

Chancellor’s Silver Medal in Arts
Amitpal Cheema Singh

Chancellor’s Silver Medal in Science
Ruilin Li

Chancellor’s Silver Medal in Commerce
Taralyn Miller

Linda Corman Award
Wing Yan Carol Cheung

Ian Drummond Book Prize in International Relations
Abdullah Khan

George Gray Falle Scholarship in English (6)
Victoria Evangelista, Molly Dawe, Muhammad Qaadri, Shuyin Yu, Nicole Mei-Lin Morin, Amy Armstrong

“Quite simply, I couldn’t afford to focus on my education without the support of Trinity’s scholarship and bursary programs. With this support, I was able to find my place at Trinity and UofT.”
Anonymous

Eric Jackman Scholar in Psychology
Kate Wen Guan

John A. Jessup Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Amitpal Singh

William Kilbourn Prize in Canadian History (NA)

William McMurtry Award in Athletics
Jorge Quesada Davies

Meltzer Memorial Travelling Scholarship in International Relations
Anthony Marchese

Brian Morgan Scholarship in Law (2)
Monica Layarda, Amitpal Singh

David Derwyn Owen Prize
Molly Dawe

Provost Painter Award in Drama (2)
Alexandra Okarmus, Emily Shaw

Ethel F. Dixon Paull Prize (2)
Charlotte Connolly, Dominique Trischuk

Prince of Wales Prize in Mathematics
Yuan Yao

Prince of Wales Prize in Classics
Amy Armstrong

Provost Delworth Graduation Scholarships (12)

Provost’s Scholars (68)
Neil Bhatt, Sasha Boutilier, Trillium Chang, Jeffery Chun-Jung Chen, Jennifer Ching Wai Cheng, Cody Cherepuuschak, Charlotte Connolly, Christopher Cook, Molly Dawe, Danielle Denisko, Carol Drumm, Daniel Dyniouis, Victoria Evangelista, Hannah Fung, Kate Wen Guan, Patrick Gurges, Violet Nayoung Ha, Alessandra Harkness, Eimi Harris, Sarah Harrison, Rachel Hart, Kouros Houshmand, Ye Hua, Cristin Hunt, Mehreen Jiwan, Richard Kennedy, Wan Xian Koh, Carmen Kruk, Christian Krustev, Monica Layarda, Jinnan Li, Scott

Klaus Goldschiag Scholarship in International Relations
Casimir Legrand

Governor General’s Silver Medal
Gavin Keachie

Governor General’s Silver Medal Nominee (2)
Ekaterina Mizrokhi, Yuan Yao

As I prepare to graduate, I am taking time to reflect on my undergraduate years. The connection between financial support and academic success is more than simply a correlation. By being able to pursue cancer and HIV research, I’ve found a direction in life that I would not have found otherwise.”

Anonymous

Martin Simpson Memorial Award
Anonymous Recipient

The Solar Panel Graduation Award in Environmental and Sustainability Issues (2)
Joanna Dowdell, Alexa Waud

The Solar Panel Graduation Award for Community Involvement (NA)

St. Hilda’s College Alumnae Exhibition
Elise Wagner

St. Hilda’s College Board of Trustees Leadership Award (4)
Emma Bailey, Emily Brade, Kalyna Onufryk, Shubhi Sahni

Douglas Bond Symons Prize in Philosophy
Christopher Cook

Douglas Bond Symons Prize in Modern Languages
Emmett Snyder

Ambassador Kenneth Taylor Prize in International Relations
Monica Layarda

Nevil Thomas Award
Michael Werry

Drew Thompson Scholarship (2)
Christopher Cook, Matthew Sunohara

Trinity College Award in Music (NA)

Trinity College Prize in Ethics, Society and Law
Victoria Wicks

Trinity College Prize in Immunology
Hannah Fung

Norah Whitney Scholarship (NA)

DIVINITY SCHOLARSHIPS & BURSARIES
(All recipients are anonymous)

ST7 Divinity Bursary (NA)
R. Bruce Baker Memorial Bursary (2)
J.H. & M.H. Barr Bursary (1)
Canon W.E. Baynes-Reed Exhibition (1)
F.W. Beare Graduate Student Fund (1)
J.W. Billes Fund (35)
Canon Brewin Memorial Fund (1)
Bishop Broughall Bursary (1)
William Clark Buchner Bursary (3)
Sadie B. Burgess Memorial Fund (1)
A.E. Burgett Bursary (1)
Bonnie Campbell Bursary (4)
Cooper Exhibition (1)
Maude Hall Coombs Scholarship (1)
Amy Frances Cooper Bursary (1)
Daykin Bursary (1)
Dean Feilding Scholarship for Highest Standing (1)
Fulton/Marsden Bursary (4)
General Divinity Bursary Fund (33)
Dean Grasett Scholarship (1)
Frederick LeMaître Grasett Scholarship (NA)
Canon Anthony Hart Exhibition (1)
Samuel Harris Scholarship (1)
Edward & Anna Jeffrey Scholarship (1)
Jubilee Scholarship (1)
Canon W.W. Judd Memorial Bursary (1)
The Venerable John Ker Bursary (NA)
Rev. & Mrs. A. Ketterson Bursary (1)
Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship (NA)
Arthur Stewart Madill Bursary (NA)
Palmer Exhibition (1)
Rev. William A. Pippen Bursaries (1)
Thomas W. Powell Bursary (2)
Pulker Award (1)
RCAF Theological College Assistance (1)
Jean Rutherford Reekie Bursary (1)
Clare Slater Reekie Bursary (1)
Rev. Victor C. Spencer Memorial Exhibition (1)
St. Thomas-Larkin Bursary (NA)
James & Frances Stubley Bursary (1)
Talbot Exhibition (1)
H. Tweedie Bursary (NA)
Ven. Robert F. Walker Memorial Bursary (1)
Hortence Wasteneys Award (8)
Canon John De Pencier Wright Memorial Bursary (1)

DIVINITY PRIZES

Alexander Burnside Chafee Prize
Brittany Cartwright

Sidney Childs Prize in Dogmatics
James Leatch
Canadian Bible Society Prize for Excellence in Scripture Reading
Michael Strang

College Prize in Hebrew (NA)

David Neelands Divinity Associates’ Prize for College Involvement
Gavin Keachie

Doolittle Prize in Reading
Michael Coren

Dean Fielding Scholarship
Brian Armstrong

Fourth Bishop of Toronto’s Prize for General Proficiency
Senan Whelan

John Gartshore Integrity Award (2)
Peter SanFilippo, Robert Walker

Hamilton Memorial Prize (NA)

Kent Testimonial Prize
Gail Scott

Archbishop Kingston Memorial Scholarship
Susan McCulloch

Canon P.M. Lamb Prize in New Testament Greek
Senan Whelan

McDonald Prize for General Knowledge of the English Bible (2)
Peter Newell, Senan Whelan

Margaret L. Mucke Prize in Church History
Gavin Keachie

Margaret L. Mucke Prize in Christian Education
Hilary Keachie

Margaret L. Mucke Prize in Philosophy of Religion
Senan Whelan

Canon G. B. Morley Memorial Prize in New Testament Greek
Clayton Chrusch

Romney M. Moseley Memorial Prize (NA)

J. Nicholson Prize in Liturgics
Joshua Paetkau

Canon Charles Frederick Pashler Prize in Moral Theology
Bryn Snow

Dorothy Shuter Prize in Liturgics
Weiliang Wu

Spencer Prize in Mission Study
Brittany Cartwright

Gordon Kent Stephen Memorial Prize
Gavin Keachie

Rupert Fenwick Williams Prize in New Testament
Bohdan Hladio

DIVINITY FELLOWSHIPS

Howard Buchner Junior Fellowship
Rev. Jeffrey Metcalfe

Sidney Childs Junior Fellowship
Giacomo SanFilippo

Archbishop H.H. Clark Junior Fellowship
Jimmy Chan

Hannah Cairns Junior Fellowship
Matthew Bowman

John Strachan Junior Fellowship
Robert Walker
Recipient Listing

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the listing of student awards granted during the 2016/2017 academic year. Not all established awards are given out every year, based on the availability of qualified recipients who meet the terms of the award or other circumstances—these awards are marked NA for “not awarded”. For the purposes of the listing, students have the option to maintain their privacy by requesting anonymity. Such requests have been honoured through the listing of “Anonymous Recipient/Anonymous”.

General Award Information

**Admission Scholarships:** All eligible applicants to Trinity College are automatically considered for admission scholarships and recipients are notified of the scholarship in their offer of admission. Trinity College awards approximately 90 scholarships per year to incoming first year students from all provinces. These range in value from $1,000 to $3,500 for one year.

**In-Course Scholarships:** All Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College in-course scholarships at the end of their first, second and third years. In order to qualify, a student must complete a minimum of 4.0 credits during the Fall-Winter academic year in question. Scholarship recipients are selected based on their Annual Grade Point Average (AGPA). There is also a wide range of in-course scholarships that require an application.

**Bursaries:** Trinity College bursaries are non-repayable awards designed to assist Trinity College students who have explored all other avenues of financial assistance and who still demonstrate financial need. All bursaries require an application.

**Graduation Awards:** All graduating Trinity students are automatically considered for Trinity College graduation awards. Awards recipients are selected based on their Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA). The cut-off CGPA for graduation awards changes each year depending on the number of students eligible for consideration.

For information on the application and selection process for Student Awards please visit www.trinity.utoronto.ca or contact: Nelson De Melo, Director of Student Services & Registrar, at 416-946-7614 or demelo@trinity.utoronto.ca

Student Appreciation and Contact

Trinity College students are extremely grateful to benefit from donor support and all student award recipients are encouraged to prepare a thank you letter to the donor of their award. Most students welcome the opportunity to express their appreciation in person. Trinity College also hosts two annual awards events—the Student Awards Reception in the fall, and the Graduation Awards Ceremony in June—to which donors are encouraged to attend.

If you would like to meet the recipient of the award you support, have questions about your award, or would like additional information about supporting Trinity College’s Student Awards Program, please contact: Meredith Meads, Associate Director, Major Gifts & Gift Planning, at 416-946-7371 or meredith.meads@utoronto.ca